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Guide to Increase Your Landing 
Page Conversion Rate %



Top Tips to Build A Converting Landing Page
There are a total of 7 key guides to help you optimize your landing pages for 
improved conversions



Guide 1: Understand Your Campaign Goals

Free-Trial 
Sign Up?Download 

Brochure?

PROBLEM: 

“Your visitors do not know 
what they need to do”

Businesses tend to have 
multiple offers in one page 

and make user lose sight or 
confused of the conversion 
aspect of the landing page



Guide 2: Write an Straightforward Headlines

PROBLEM: 

“Your visitors do not 
understand what you are 

offering”

You have just a few 
seconds to grab a visitor’s 
attention. So it’s essential 
your headline is bold and 

straightforward



Guide 3: Craft a Compelling Content Flow

PROBLEM: 

“Your visitors will not convert 
if the content is not 

convincing”

For better conversions, you 
need your landing page copy 
to be convincing, to get to 
the point and be genuine



Guide 4: Use Relevant and Enough of Visuals

PROBLEM: 

“Your visitors processes 90% 
of the information in visual 

format”

Visuals make it easy for the 
visitor to understand what 
your business does and 
what value he is going to 

gain out of it



Guide 5: Give Away Useful Materials

PROBLEM: 

“Your visitors want to know 
what they can get and the 

difference between you and 
others”

Let customers know the 
unique things you have to offer 
for free to get their attention



Guide 6:

PROBLEM: 

“Your visitors expect your 
page loads less than 2 

seconds”

It’s mandatory for your 
landing page to load within a 
few seconds — or else bid 

goodbye to your user

Your Landing Page Loading Speed



Test Your Landing Page’s Speed at PageSpeed Insights

https://developers.google.com/speed/pagespeed/insights/



Guide 7:

PROBLEM: 

There are no hard and fast 
rules when it comes to 
creating a converting 

landing page. While a certain 
aspect might work beautifully 
for another business, it might 
make yours lose customers. 

This is why it is important to A/
B test your landing pages

A/B Test Your Landing Page



In Summary: Key Takeaways
Landing pages will improve your campaigns’ conversion rates by providing 
your visitors with:

Focused Content Relevant 
Messaging

Clear Call-to-Action 
(CTA)

Page Loading 
Speed

1. 2. 3. 4.



THANK YOU!


